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0. Introduction 
Given a ring IQ, Go(R) is the Grothendieck group of f.g. JZ modules, and &(R) 
the Grothendieck group of f.g. projective R modules. The natural map &(R)-, 
GO(R) is called the Cartan map and is an isomorphism when R is Noetherian and 
every f.g. Rf module has finite projective dimension. 
If G is a finite group, however, aZ-free Z[G] module M has finite projective 
dimension rc~, M is projective. As a result, the Cartar; map &(Z[G])+ G&[ G]) is 
in general neither injective or surjective, In [3] the dimension of a Z[G] module 
was defined and studied based on summands of permutation modules rather than 
summands of free modules. In contrast o the projecqive dimension, it was shown 
that every f.g. module over a cyclic group has dimc:nsion s 1. In this paper we 
generalize the Cartan map. to the corresponding Girot’:aendieck group and obtain an 
isomorphism,I As a xesult we obtain an interpre.ation of the reduced group 
G&[ G])/S (where S is the subgroup “generated \ y the permutation modules) in 
terms of summands ofpermutation modules, ‘Ihe grk jup G&Z [ G])/S has been used 
to solve algebraic and topological problems in [2] a::rd [6]. 
1. Homologicsl algebra based on permutation modules 
In this section we define ‘certain classes of Z[G] modules, and summarize the 
results of [3], We let & denote the class of all f .g. Z-torsion free Z[ G] modules, 
and define %& modules i = 0, 1,2 as follows: 
D&Mion~ l;k Let M be a f.g. Z&free Z[ G] module.. Then 
(a) M is a perm&Mr m&h.& “if M’has-a Z-basis permuted by 0, 
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(b) M is a %O module if M = 6 Pi where each Pi is a summand Of Z[G/Hi]“’ for 
SomeHicG; 
i = 1 
(c) M is a @‘I module if M is a summand of a permutation module; and 
(d) Misa%$m~duleifH1(H;M)=OforallH~G. 
Note that a permutation module is a sum of modules of the form Z[G/H] 
H c G. Therefore if G is abelian, a %o module is a sum of projective modules over 
various quotient groups of G. In [3] it is shown that %@ %I a Cg,, and if G is 
nilpotent, %?I = %z if and only if G is cyclic. 
Definition 1.2. Given H c G and a Z[G] module M, we let 
MH={xEMIhx =xforallhEH}. 
The following stronger form ot exactness is used to insure that & and %I 
resolutions are well defined up to chain equivalence: 
Definition 1.3. (a) An exact sequence 0 + A + B + C + 0 is Ho exact if 0 e AH + 
BH + CH +O is exact for all H c G. 
(b) A chain complex Cie is Ho exact if C* and CF are acyclic for all H c G. 
In [3] it is shown that M is %$eevery exact sequence 0 + M + N + L + 0 is H@ 
exacteevery exact sequence 0 + M + N + P -, 0 with P a %I module splits. In 
addition, %oHH exact resolutions are constructed for any f.g. Z[G] module and the 
standard theorems concerning resolutions are established. We note in particular the 
feollowing theorem from which uniqueness of resolutions up to chain equivalence is 
immediate: 
Theorem 1.4. Let l l l + C,, + C’,-1+ l l l + Co + B + 0 be an Ho exact sequence, and 
l *+pn+pn___l+ l l + PO + A + 0 an exact sequence with Pi a %?I module for all i. 
Then for any homomorphlim f : A + B, there is a chain map Fi( : PA( + C* over f’, and 
any tivo ruch chain maps are homotopic. 
The Vi dimension of a module is defined as follows: 
Definition 1.5. A f.g. Z[ G] module M has Vi dimension 6 n i = 0 OH 1, if M has a 
%i Ho exact resolution P* with Pk = 0 for k WI. The least such n is the %?i 
dimension. 
In [3] it is proven that for the cyclic group Z, the %?o dimension of any f,g. ZIZpl] 
module is 6 1, and that V1 global dimension one characterizes the dyclic groups 
among the nilpotent groups. 
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2. Grothendieck Crsups 
We now describe several useful variatioirs of the Grothendieck construction and 
their relationships. Let & be a class of f.g. Z[ G] modules. 
Definition 2.1. (a) Kb(&) is the, abelian group with‘one generator [u] for each 
isomorphism class of M in J#, and relations [M QNV] = [M) + [N]. 
(b) K&S) = Kh (&j/R where R c K& (&) is the. subgroup generated by 
{[B]-[A]-[C]IO+A+B+C+Oisexact}. 
(c) &(d) = K& (d)/ff where & c Kt (J@ is the subgroup generated by 
(c(-l)icj~o+c, -) . - l + Co -, 0 is an exact sequence of Se modules}. 
(d) Kg (J@ = K& (d)/R * where R* c Kb (d) is the subgroup generated by 
{[B]-[A]-[C]~O+A+B+C+OisH”exact}. 
If Se is closed under kernels or cokernels, then K&@= &(Sa). Therefore 
K&l) = l&&k), and K@) = G@[G]) (see [7]). In addition, note that if all short 
exact sequences in & split, K&d) = K& (al) = K8 (d). Therefore we have K&i&) = 
Kb(%i)=K$($)for i=O or 2. 
Our main concern will be the relationship between the groups Kg (A), 
GdZ[ G]) and Kb WO), &%) i = 0 or 1 L If we ii% 9 denote the class of f .g. 
projective Z[ G] modules, the inclusion 9 c JM induces the Cartan map &(Z[G]) = 
&(9)+ G&G]). The Cartan map factors through the maps ai : 1Qo(%i)+ 
Go(Z[ G]) induced by %!i c Jcc. We will refer to cyo ‘and Q! 1 as generalized Cartan 
maps. The obvious relationships between the above groups are summarized in the 
following commutative diagram: 
The vertical arrows are always surjective, and in the next section we will show 
that the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms if the Qo global dimension of G is 
finite. 
3. Finite %l Dimension and generalized Cartan isomorphisms 
The following theorem shows that, if every &free f.g; Z[ G] module M has finite 
%O dimension ths groups Kb (V&J), Kb (%I) and K8 (A) are ai1 isomorphic. By [3f 
this is true for G = 2”. - 
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‘Fbeorepn 3.1. (a) if eoery V1 module has finite VO dimension, K& (Wo) = Kb (%I). 
(b) Kf every 2 -free f.g. Z[G] module has finite 91 dimension, Kh (%I) = Kg (A). 
Proof. (a) Define x : Kb (%I)+ Kb (SO) on generators by [M] +C (-l)‘[Pi] where 
O+P,+-•Po+M+O (3.2) 
is a %&Ho exact resolution of M. If 0 + PA + l l l + Ph +M + 0 is another &Ho . 
resolution of M, P* and P& are chain equivalent and c (-l)‘[Pi] = c (-l)‘[Pi] by 
Theorem 3.2 of [ 11. Therefore x is well defined on generators, and is obviously 
additive. The composite K& (%‘o)+ K& (%I)+ Kh (%‘o) is the identity since P+ P is a 
soHo exact resolution of any .[P] in Kb (so). It remains then to show Kh (%o)+ 
Kb (&) is surjective. Given M, the chain complex (3.2) is in fact chain contractible 
since M is a %Z1 module. Therefore M@P&3P@ l l Poop263* l l by [1], and 
[M] =C (-l)‘[Pi] in K& (%I). 
(b) Define x : K&(4)+ K6 (%I&) as in part (a) by x([M])=C (-l)‘[Pi] where 
O+P,+P,-~+ 9 + PO-, M 3 0 is a %&Ho exact resolution of M. If 0 -) Ml -, M2 + 
MJ + 0 is HO exact, there is an exact sequence (see [3]) 0 + P: 3 Pz + Pi + 0 where 
PI, is a VI HO-exact resolution of Mi i = 1,2,3. Since 0 + Pi -) Pz + P’, + 0 splits for 
each n, x(Mz)= x(M~)+x(M~), and therefore x induces a htmomorphism 
x : K~@Z)+K&(Vl). Asinpart (a)thecompositeK&(Vr)-*K$(Jkl)+K&(%)isthe 
identity, and it remains to show Kh (U,)+ Kg (A) is surjective. Given M, choose 
O+Pm+P,,_l+--Po-jM+O (3.39 
a &Ho exact resolution. The exact sequence (3.3) is a composite of short Ho exact 
sequences 0+ Ki + Pi + Ki-1 + 0 and since [Pi] = [Ki] + [Ki-11 in Kt (&), it follows 
that [M] = C (-l)‘[Pi] artd we have the theorem. 
Next we consider the generalized Cartan maps ei :k,(%i)+ Go(Z[G]). 
Theorem 3.4. If every f.g. 2 -free Z [ G] module has finite Vi dimension i =: 0 or 1, 
then ai : ko(Vi)+ G&[Gl) is an isomorphism i = 0 or 1 respectively. 
Proof. For any M, there is an exact sequence 0 + P,, + P,-l+ * l * + P&V + 0. 
Therefore [M] =c (-l)‘[yi] in Go(Z[G]) an d ai : &(%‘~) + G&T [ G]) is surjective. 
To complete the proof we define a map x : G&Z[G])+ K&J&) so that xcvi = 1. 
Given [M] we let 
X(M) = C (-19’IpiI E gdwi), 
where O+P, + - . + PO + M + 0 is an arbitrary exact sequence with Pk a %‘i module 
0 s k s n. We prove first of all that C (-l)‘[Pi] E Ko(gi) is independent of the choice 
of P*. Let o-*&+ . 0 l do+ M + 0 be a %&Ho exact resolution of M Sirwe 
C (-l)i[Pi] E Kb (%i) is independent of the choice of such resolutions it suffices to 
prove that C,(-l)i[Pi] = C (-l)‘[Pi] in ko(%i). By Theorem 1.4 there is a chain map 
f* : P* + & over the identity 1: M -) M. Let Cf denote the algebraic mapping cone 
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of f. Since f* is a homology isomorphism, Cf is an acyclic complex and 
C (-l)‘[Cfi] i= 0 in R,(%i). Therefore, since Cfn = I$-1 S& we have C (-l)‘[fi] = 
C (-l)‘[Pi] in k&%i)* 
NextweprovethatifO-,A~B-*C-*Oisexact,X(B)=~(A)+x(~).I.s~Q,be 
a finite Vi.’ resolution of B, and ‘P* any finite’Ci resolution .of a. By Theorem 1.4 
there is a chain map & : Pi * Qg ovei w and~considering ‘the-,homology.long exact 
sequence for the complexes P*, Qr: and C’ we get 1 
* 
Therefore 0 
X(C)=C (-l)‘[Gf]=C (-l)‘[Pi-l@Qi]=x(B)-x(A) 
and x(B)=x(A)+.y(C) in ko(%?i). 
We now have a homomorphism x : G@[G])+&(Ui) and since we can choose 
trivial resolutions of Vi modules xai = 1. Therefore the proof is complete 
Remark 3.5. If the %‘i dimension of every f.g. Z-free Z[G] module is sn, we have 
shown in fact that Go(Z[G]) is isomorphic to Kh (cig,)/Rn93 where R”+’ is the 
subgroup generated by (c (-l)‘Pi 1 O+ Pn+3 + Pn+z + l l . + PI + 0 is an exact 
sequence Vi modules}. 
Corollary 3.6. Let 2, denote the cyclic group of order n. Then K& (UO) = K& (%I) = 
K8 (A), and R,(u,)-R,(S)=* Go(z[Zl)* 
We note that since the %k, dimension of every f.g. ZXree Z[Z,,] module is s 1, the 
preceeding remark shows that Go(Z[Zn]) is ismorpkic to the abelian group with 
generators the f.g. projective Z[Zk] modules Ik 1 n, and relations [Pz@ Pd] = 
[P&&] whenever each Pi is a sum of such mod ks 1 g i =S 4 and 0 + P4+ P3+ 
Pz + PI + 0 is exact. 
4. Applications to Go/S 
Definition 4.1. A f,g. Z[ G] module M is a signed permutation module if M has a 
Z-basis permuted up to sign by G. 
Let S c G&[ G]) denote the subgroup. *generated: by the signed permutation 
modules. The Swan invariant of a module A denoted SW(A) to the $class ,of A in the 
group G&[G])/S. The Swan invariant has been used in [3] and [6] to obtain 
solutions to algebraic and topological problems. In this section we obtain informa- * 
tion about G&Z[G])/S using the results of the previous ections. 
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Given HcG and e:H+Zz = {*I} let ZE denote the integers with H acting by 
h on = e(h)mn. The module Z[G]& x [&e is then a signed permutation module, 
and it is easy to bee that every signed permutation module is a sum of modules of 
the form Z[G]O~IJ&. 
Lemma 4.2. S c G&Z [ G]) is generated by the permutation modules. 
Proof. Given H c G and E : H =+ (1, t} = 22 let K = Kern(&). The sequence 
o+z-+z[z,]+z,+o (43 
is an exact sequence of Z[G] modules where 2 is the ideal generated by 1 + t. Since 
Z[G] is a free Z[H] module, tensoring (4.3) with Z[G] over Z[H] we obtain the 
exact sequence 
O+Z[G/H]+Z[G] 0 Z[Z+Z[G] 0 Z,+O 
ZEHI ZIHI 
(4.4) 
and Z[G]@z~H$[Z2] =Z[G/K] by the associativity of tensor products. There- 
fore 
[ZIG1 0 Zl = [Z[WKlI -[Z[WVl in GoGWI), 
ZWI 
and S is generated by the permutation modules. 
IDefinition 4.5. A f.g. Z[G] module iW is a quasi-permutation module if there is an 
exact sequence 0 + M + Sl-+ So + 0 where So and S1 are permutation modules. 
In the following theorem we determine. the kernel of Kg (A)+ Go(Z[G]). If 
every Z-free f.g. Z[ G] module has finite Vi dimension i = 0 or 1, Kern #, is 
contained in the subgroup generated by the quasi-permutation modules. From this 
it follows that G&Z [ G])/S = Kz (.&)/a where Q is the subgroup generated by the 
quasi-permutation modul :s. 
Theorem 4.6. Let (I/ : Kg (J@+ Go(Z[G]) denote the canonical homomorphism. 
Then 
(a) Kern($) is generated by 
{[B]-[A]-[Z[G/H]]~O+A43+Z[G/H]+Oisexact,li CC}; 
and 
(IJ) If the Vi dimension of every f.g. Z-free Z [G] module is finite i = 0 OF I, then 
Kern(+) is generated by 
{[§I-[Ml-[Z[G/H]]10+M+S+Z[G/H]+Oisexact, 
S is a permutation module, and H c G), 
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Proof. (a) Kern(+) is generated by {[B] - [A] - [ T] IO+ A + 23 + C + 0 is exact). 
GivenO~A~E~C~O,letO-*K~P~C-+ObeH”exactwithPapermutation 
module. The following two sequences are exact: 
O+K’+BOPk+O (4.7) 
O+A_*K’:P+O (4.8) 
where +(x, v)=B(x)--ti(~) and 712h Y)=Y= 
Since (4.7) is Ho exact, jB] + [P] = [K’] + [C] in Kg (A). Therefore [B] - [A] - 
[C] = [B] - [A] -([B] + [P] - [K’]) = [K’] - [A] - [P] and Kern(#) is generated by 
{[MJ - [N] - [P] 10 + M + N + P -) 0 is exact and P is. a permutation module. Now 
givenO+M+N+P+OletP=C&-. l 0 C, where each Ci = Z[ G/Hi] for some 
Hi c G. We then have exact sequences. 
O+M+N1-,C1+O (4.9) 
where Nl = f ‘(Cl). Therefore 
~N1-[Ml-[Pl=[~;‘1-[M]-[C~]+([N]-[N~]-[C2~~ l l ,SCn]) 
in Kz (A), and by induction [N]-[M] -[P] is a sum of terms of the form [B’]- 
[A’]-Z[G/Hi] where O+A’+B’+Z[G/H]+O is ep:act. 
(b) By part (a), Kern(#) is generated by 
Given 0 + A -ff B =+ Z [ G/H] exact, choose finite V2Ho resolutions 0 + Pn -) . . . PO + 
A+0 and O+Q,+* . .+ Qo + B + 0 with Qo a pervn *station module. By Theorem 
(1.4), there is a chain map dr’ : P* + Q+ over & and tie let Cai denote the algebraic 
mapping cone of 6. From the homology long exact sequence for Cz, 
o, 
HkG)= &G/H], 
kS, 
k = 0: 
Let B. denote the O-boundaries of C,-. Then O+&+ Qp Z[G/H]+ o is exact, 
and 0 + (C&+1 + e . l + (C& + B. + 10 is Ho exact, by the homology exact sequence 
for (C# and the choice of P* and Q*. Therefore in Ko” (A) we have 
n+l n+‘. 
-[Bo] P= C (-l)i[C,-i] = 1 (-1)‘[Pi-1@Qi] 
1 I 
= -i (-l,i,,+$ (-l)i[Qj]. 
0 i 
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Since [A] =z: (-l)‘[PJ, and [B] =CE (-l)‘[Qi] we have 
[B]-[A]-[Z[G/H]]=i (-l)i[Qi]-f (-l)‘[Pi]-[z[GIff]] 
0 0 
= [Q, ’ - [Bol - LWI WI, 
and thus the theorem. 
Corollary 4.11. If the %i dimension of every f.g. Z-free Z[ G] module is finite i = 0 or 
1, then Go(Z[G])/S = Kg (4)/Q. 
Proof. x(Q)= S, and since Kern@& Q, Go(Z[G])/S= Kg (4)/Q by the 
Noether isomorphism theorem. 
In the next theorem we use the isomorphisms constructed in Theorem 3.1 to 
identify Go(Z[G])/S as a quotient of Kb (Vi). Let S” c K& (Vi) denote the sub- 
group generated by all %i modules P such that there is a long exact sequence 
O+P+S,-@~ l l + Si + 0 with Si a permutation module (or the 0 module) 1~ r’s 
n-l. 
Theorem 4.12. Let G be a finite group such that every f.g. Z-free Z[G] module has 
finite %i dimension i = 0 or 1. If every quasi-permutation Z[G] module has Ce, 
dimension sn i = 0 or 1 respectively, then Go(Z[G])/S = Kb (%i)/Sn+3* 
Proof. Let x : Kg (.A)-) Kh (%i) be the isomorphism constructed in Theorem 3.1. 
Since Go(Z[G])/S = Kb (%i)/x(Q), we need only show that x(Q)= Sn+3. 
x(Q)c Sn+3: For each quasi-permutation module M, x(M) = c (-l)‘[Pi] where 
O+Pn+Pn-1+** . + PO+ ‘M + 0 is a %iHo exact resolution of M. Given a Wi 
module A, there is a %i module A’ so that A@A’ is a permutation module. 
Therefore by adding the appropriate %i modules to P, we obtain an Ho exact 
sequence. 
with S: a permutation module 0 s i s n - 1, and x(M) = C (-l)iS\ f [PI. Now since 
kf is a quasi-permutation module, there is an exact sequence 0 + M + SZ + SI + 0 
with S2 and S1 permutation modules. Splicing this sequence with (4.13) we obtain 
an exact sequence 0 + P + Sn+2 + l l l + S1 + 0 and since [P] and [§i] are in Fe3 for 
all i, ME Sn+3e 
The other inclusion S”‘3 c x(Q) is trivial since the image of Sn+3 in K o* (.A) goes 
to zero in Go(Z [G])/S. 
Corollary 4.13. Go(Z[Zn])/S 5 Kb (@‘o)/S4- 
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When the hypothesis of Theorem 4.12 holds we can interpret the vanishing of 
Swan’s invariant in terms uf the subgroup Sn+3 c Mb (Cgi), For G = Z,,, SW(M) = 0 if 
and only if there are exact sequences. 
O-*P+S()+M-*O 
with Si permutation modules, Mi quasi-permutation modules, P, A and 13 S&, 
modules, and P8B 8s =A QS for some permutation module S. For some cyclic 
groups these conditions can be simpli@d as follows: 
Theorem 4.15. 4;or a cyclic group Zn the following conditions are equivelent: 
(a) M is a quasi-permutation module e tille dual of M is a quasi-permutation 
module. 
(b) For any Z-free f.g. Z[ZJ module M, SW(M) = 0 e there is a short exact 
sequence. 0 + SI-$ So + M + 0 with S1 and So permutation modules. 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). If SW(M) = 0 let P, A, B, Mi and Si be as in (4.14). Mi a 
quasi-permutation module then implies the *dual of Mi, is a L quasi-permutation 
module and dualizing the exact sequences for M” we obtain exact sequences. 
0 + S: + Sy+ Mi + 0 i = 1 or 2 with S: and S:i’ permutation modules. Applying 
Schanuel’s Lemma (Theorem 3.2 of [I]) to these c;equences, and- the last two 
sequences in (4.14) we have A @S! = S’, OS1 and B 8s; = Si @ Sz. Therefore 
since PO B 0 S = A 0 S we can add a permutat!on module to P and Se in the first 
sequence of (4.14) and obtain an exact sequence O+ $13 82 + M + 0 with & 
permutation module:;. 
(b) + (a:). Let M be a quasi-permutation module- Since there is an exact 
sequence O+ M + S’, -, Sk + 0 with S’, and Sb permu’ ation modules, SW(M)= 0. 
Therefore by (b), there is an exact sequence O+ Sri So * M + 0 with So and S1 
permutation modules. Dualizing this sequence, we ha r-e M* -is a quasi-permutatic 
module. 
The first condition of Theorem 4.5 was considered. by Endo and Miyata in [4]. 
They noted that if a certain conjecture is true, condition (a) holds for Zn if and only 
if for all m j n tR;e prime divisors of n in Z[&, J are principal. The next theorem is the 
proof of their conjecture. 
Theorem 4.16. (Conjecture of Endo and Miyata.) If for aN m 1 n the prime divisors 
of n in 2 [&,,I are principal, then a 2 free f.g. 2 [ZJ module M is a quasi-permutatictn 
module if and only if M’m is Z[&J free for aN m 1 n. 
Iproof, Let 0 + M -+ S + P + 0 br= an exact sequence with S a permutation module, 
and P a so I. lodule. Such a sequbnce can be constructed, for example, by du 
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a so resblution of M*.‘We will prove that if M’m is Z[&,,] free for all m 1 tt, there 
are permutation modules S1 and Sz with PO& = S2. Adding SI to S and P in the 
abote sequence, we will then have M is a quasi-permutation module. 
If M’m is Z[S;n] free for all m In, P&m is Z[&J free for all m In since Pm = 
M&m @P&m by Theorem (5.2) of [4]. By Swan’s Theorem (see [S]), P * P&+ . l 0 
Pd, 0s' where dl > dz > l l l > dr are divisors of n, Pdi is a project’ve ideal of’ Z[Z&], 
and s is a permutation module. Noting that Ptm = 0 if m )I &, we have P’dl = 
P@ @ (s)‘dl and therefore PdI ‘dl is free. By Lemma (4.1) of [Li], there are permu- 
tation modules S; and ST so that PdI @Si = (@Q,,+)OS~ where Q,,. is a projective 
Z[Zmi] ideal and rni = d I/pi with pj a prime divisor of dl. Applying Swan’s 
Theorem again, we have P@S’I = Ph, 00 l l @Pb. S& with & a permutation 
module and P&, a projective ideal of Z[&] i = 2, . . . , r. Iterating this argument we 
obtain PO S1 = S:! for some permutation modules S1 and &, and therefore we have 
the theorem. 
By remarks preceeding theorem (4.16) we have the following: 
Corollary 4.17. For a cyclic group Zn the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For all m 1 n the prime divisors of n in 2 [&,,I are principal. 
(b) For any 2 free f.g. Z[Z,,] module M, SW(M) = 0 there is a short exact sequence 
0 + S1 + So + M + 0 with Sl and So permutation modules. 
If Corollary (4.17) holds for Z,,, G&[Z,J)/S ==Kb (Z[Z,])/S’ where S’ is the 
subgroup generated by the permutation modules. In this case, it follows that 
Go(~[Zl)lS is the generalization of the reduced projective class group from 
projective modules modulo free modules to %o modules modulo permutation . 
modules. Finally, we note that (4.17) (a) holds if n is a prime power, or if the ideal 
class group of Z[Jn] is triv.al. 
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